
Quality CBs to fit every vehicle and budget.

Get a CB for Extra Safety,
!Convenience... and Fun

No license or special skills needed-everyone can use and enjoy CB radio. Get help in an

emergency, road directions, or chat with other CBers to pass the time on trips. RadioShack has

a super selection and friendly experts to answer all of your questions about Citizens Band radio.

Road -emergency CB system sets up quickly and is so easy,
even a child can do it! Includes antenna-nothing else to buy
TRC-463. In a matter of seconds, you can be ready to report accidents, or ask information about traffic condi-
tions. CB has full legal power and all 40 channels-yet it's so easy to operate that a youngster could call for
help. Just plug CB power cord into vehicle's lighter socket, place the magnet -mount antenna on a metal roof or
fender, and it's ready. Features one -touch access to CB emergency channel 9 so you can quickly report emer-
gency situations. Dual ceramic filters give your CB superior selectivity and freedom from adjacent channel inter-
ference. Automatic Noise Limiting (ANL) circuit reduces noise caused by nearby electrical equipment such as
motors or automotive ignition systems. Automatic modulation control automatically adjusts the transmit level for
best communication. Phase -Locked Loop (PLL) tuner uses a single crystal to synthesize all CB frequencies for re-
liable, accurate tuning. Adjustable squelch helps to cut out background noise. Easy, pushbutton up/down chan-
nel selection. Sturdy carrying case holds CB, power cord and antenna when not in use, and fits under most car
seats. Note: included antenna is designed for use on a non-moving vehicle. For use in a moving vehicle, add a
mobile CB antenna from pages 64-65. (TSP) 21-1558 69.99
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Mini -size CB with big features
TRC-464. Only 15/6x474x7'; it fits easily under the dash of almost any vehicle.
Great for emergency help, local information and directions. Provides full legal
power, all 40 channels, dual ceramic filters and automatic noise limiter for supe-
rior reception, digital channel display and backlit controls, transmit and receive
LEDs, jack for adding external speaker. (TSP)
21-1554 59.99

Mini CB with easy pushbutton tuning
TRC-501. Full 40 -channel coverage and maximum legal transmit power plus
convenient pushbutton up/down channel selector. Dual ceramic filters and auto-
matic noise limiter team up for clear reception. LED channel display and transmit
indicator, jack for adding external speaker. 13/8x45/8x674'' Universal mounting
bracket lets you mount your CB securely in your vehicle or on a table or shelf in
your home. (TSP) 21-1701 49.99

Choose a mobile/emergency CB with the features you want
All our mobile CB radios come standard with full legal power and 40 -channel operation. Many include jacks so you can add an external speaker or a PA speaker to
use your CB as a mobile public address system. Some even include a built-in weather receiver to tune in weather reports wherever you drive.
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Mobile CBs

TRC-501 Green LED Up/down 2 TX LED 5 -DIN 21-1701 49.99

TRC-464 Red LED Up/down 2 TX/RX LED 5 -DIN 21-1554 59.99

TRC-484 9/19 Rotary Red LED Rotary 2 TX/RX LED Modular 21-1556 79.99

TRC-487 +Alert Red LED Rotary 4 TX LED 5 -DIN 21-1594 99.99

TRC-444 9 Rotary Green LED Rotary 2 S/RF meter 4 -DIN 21-1572 99.99

TRC-496 9/19 Up/down Amber LCD Rotary 2 Bargraph Modular 21-1597 119.99

TRC-498 9 Rotary Red LED Rotary 2 Bargraph 5 -DIN 21-1598 149.99

TRC-485 9 Rotary Amber LCD Rotary Switchable 2 Bargraph 5 -DIN 21-1577 179.99

Emergency CB

TRC-463 9 Green LED Up/down 2 21-1558 69.99

See Index for these listings:
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Speakers, CB/Scanner Extension, also PA and Outdoor  Wire and Cable


